2. Analog measurement of Electrical Quantities
2.1. Classification of Analog Instruments
Definition and concept of Measurement
“The analog instruments can be classified on the basis of various parameters.
Analog Instruments

On the basis of
measuring current

On the basis of
measuring method

On the basis of
readings

AC
Instruments

Direct
Method

Indicating
Instruments

DC
Instruments

Indirect
Method

Recording
Instruments
Integrating
Instruments

AC & DC
Instruments
Figure 2. 1 Classification of analog instruments

 Some of the instruments are used for dc measurements only, some are used for ac
measurements only and some are used for dc as well as ac measurements.
DC Instruments


The instruments, whose deflections are proportional to the current or voltage under
measurement are used for dc measurements only.



If such an instrument is connected in an ac circuit, the pointer will deflect up-scale for one
half cycle of the input waveform and down-scale for the next half cycle.



At lower frequencies of 50 Hz, the pointer will not be able to follow the variations in
direction and will quiver slightly around the zero mark, seeking the average value of ac
i.e., zero.



Example – PMMC instrument (Permanent Magnet Moving Coil)

AC Instruments


The instruments utilizing the electromagnetic induced currents for their operation are
used for ac measurements only.



These instruments cannot be used for dc measurements because the electromagnetic
induced currents are not generally available in dc circuit.



Example – Moving Iron type instruments
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DC / AC Instruments (Universal Instruments)The instruments having deflection
proportional to the square of the current or voltage under measurement can be used for dc
as well as ac measurements.


Example – Dynamometer type moving coil, hot-wire, electrostatic instruments, moving
iron (attraction as well as repulsion type).

2.2. Principle of Operation of Electrical Measuring Instruments


The principle of working of all electrical measuring instruments depend upon the
various effects of electric current or voltage. The effects utilised in the manufacturing of
electrical instruments are magnetic, heating, chemical, electrostatic and electromagnetic
effects.



The classification of the instruments according to the effects utilised in their operation is
given below.
Table 2.1 Classification of instruments based on principle of operation

Effects

Instrument

Suitable for type of
measurement

Magnetic

Ammeters, voltmeters,
wattmeters, integrating
meters

Current, voltage, power and
energy on both ac and dc
systems

Thermal

Ammeters and voltmeters

Current and voltage for both
dc and ac systems

Chemical

Integrating meters

For measurement of dc
ampere-hours

Electrostatic

Voltmeters only

Voltage only, on both ac and
dc systems

Electro-magnetic induction

Voltmeters, ammeters,
wattmeters, energy meters

For measurement of
voltage, current, power and
energy in ac system only

2.3. Operating forces in analog instruments


Indicating instruments consist, essentially of a pointer moving over a calibrated scale and
attached to the moving system pivoted on jewelled bearings. For satisfactory working of
indicating instruments the torques required are:
1. Deflecting torque 2. Controlling torque 3. Damping torque.

1) Deflecting Torque
 The deflecting torque is produced by making use of one of the magnetic, heating,
chemical, electrostatic and electro-magnetic induction effects of current or voltage
and causes the moving system of the instrument to move from its zero position when
the instrument is connected in an electrical circuit to measure the electrical quantity.
 The method of producing this torque depends upon the type of the instrument.
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2) Controlling Torque
 The controlling torque opposes the deflecting torque and increases with the increase
in deflection of the moving system, thus limits the movement and ensures that the
magnitude of the deflection is always the same for a given value of quantity to be
measured.
 Without controlling system, the pointer would swing over its maximum deflected
position irrespective of magnitude of current and once deflected it would not return
to its zero position on removing the source producing the deflecting torque.
 The controlling torque in indicating instruments is created either by a spring or by
gravity as given below.
Spring Control


The spring control is as shown in fig. 2.2 below.

Figure 2. 2 Spring control mechanism in analog instruments






The phosphor bronze spiral hair springs A and B coiled in opposite directions and
acting one against the other are used in spring control.
One end of each spring is attached to the spindle. Under the influence of deflecting
torque when the pointer moves, one of the springs unwinds itself while the other gets
twisted.
The twist, in fact produces controlling torque which is directly proportional to the
angle of the deflection of the moving system. When deflecting torque and controlling
torque are equal, the pointer comes to rest in its final deflected position.

Gravity Control


The spring control is as shown in fig. 2.3 below.

Figure 2. 3 Gravity control mechanism in analog instruments
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Temperature coefficient of stiffness of the spring results in a temperature coefficient
in the indication of the instrument and inelastic yield in the spring results in
displacement in the zero position of the moving system.
 So, it is advantageous to substitute gravity control for spring control in electrical
measuring instruments. Gravity control is free from the effects mentioned above.
 In gravity controlled instruments, a small weight is attached to the moving system in
such a way that it produces a controlling torque, when the moving system is in
deflected position.
 The controlling torque can be varied quite easily by adjusting the position of the
controlling weight upon the arm.
 In gravity controlled instruments scales are not uniform but are crowded in the
beginning. This is a disadvantage when the pointer lies at the lower scale values.
 Gravity controlled instruments must be used in vertical position in order that the
control may operate.
 Gravity control is cheap, unaffected by change in temperature and is free from fatigue
or deterioration with time.
3) Damping Torque
• Damping torque or force is also necessary to avoid oscillations of the moving system
about its final deflected position owing to the inertia of the moving parts and to bring
the moving system to rest in its final deflected position quickly.
• In the absence of damping, the moving system of an instrument would oscillate about
the position at which the deflecting and restoring torques are equal.
• The function of damping is to absorb energy from the oscillating system and to bring
it to rest promptly in its equilibrium position so that its indication may be observed.
• The damping torque must operate only while the moving system of the instrument is
actually moving and always oppose its motion. It must not affect the steady deflection
produced by the deflecting torque.
• The various methods of obtaining damping are: a) air friction b) fluid friction c) eddy
current.
Air Friction Damping


Air friction damping provides a very simple and cheap method and has the advantage that
it does not need the use of permanent magnet whose introduction may lead to distortion
of operating field.



Therefore, this type of damping is used in moving iron and dynamometer type
instruments where the working magnetic field is weak and is likely to get distorted with
the introduction of permanent magnet.



One type of air friction damping has piston type air chamber and second type has vane
type air chamber as shown in fig. 2.4.
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Figure 2. 4 Air friction damping mechanism in analog instruments

Fluid Friction Damping


In this method of damping light vanes or disc are attached to the spindle of the moving
system and they move in a damping oil as shown in fig. 2.5. The damping oil employed be
a good insulator, non-evaporating, non-corrosive upon the metal of disc or vane and of
viscosity not subject to change with the change of temperature.

Figure 2. 5 Fluid friction damping mechanism in analog instruments



It has the advantage that the oil required for damping can be used for insulation purpose
in some types of instruments which are submerged in oil.



It has several drawback such as creeping of oil, the necessity of using the instruments
always in vertical position. Hence, the use of this type of damping is restricted to
laboratory type electrostatic instruments.

Eddy Current Damping
•
•

•

In electrical measuring instruments, the use of eddy currents has been made as an
electro-magnetic braker or damper (refer figure 2.6).
It is the most efficient and is based on the principle that whenever a sheet of conducting
but non-magnetic material like copper or aluminium moves in a magnetic field so as to
cut through lines of force, eddy currents are set up in the sheet.
Due to these eddy currents, a force opposing the motion of the sheet is experienced
between them and the magnetic field. The eddy currents are proportional to the velocity
of the moving system.
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Figure 2. 6 Eddy current damping mechanism in analog instruments

•

Hence if the strength of the magnetic field is constant, the damping force is proportional
to the velocity of the moving system and is zero when the moving system is at rest.

2.4. Permanent Magnet Moving Coil (PMMC) type instrument
There are two types of moving coil instruments namely the permanent magnet type and
dynamometer type.
PMMC is the most accurate and useful for dc measurements.
Principle
•
•

•
•
•

The PMMC type instrument works on magnetic principle.
The basic operating principle of a permanent magnet moving coil instrument is the same
as that of D’Arsonval galvanometer except that there is slight difference from the
D’Arsonval galvanometer in construction, which makes it portable and convenient in use.
The suspension, employed in galvanometer, is replaced by hardened steel pivots and the
controlling torque is provided by spiral or helical springs in absence of suspension.
The springs also conduct the operating current into and out of the moving coil.
The mirror and optical system usually employed in D’Arsonval galvanometer are
replaced by a pointer attached to the moving system and a fixed scale, calibrated for
indicating the quantity under measurement directly.

Construction


A permanent magnet moving coil instrument is shown in fig. 2.7. Main components, the
instrument consists of, are described below:

Figure 2. 7 Construction details of Permanent Magnet Moving Coil (PMMC) instrument
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Moving Coil


Many turn of copper wire wound on Aluminum former.



Coil is mounted on a rectangular aluminium former which is pivoted on jewelled
bearings.



Coil moves freely in field of permanent magnet.



Most voltmeter coils are wound on metal frames to provide required electro-magnetic
damping.



Most ammeter coils are wound on non-magnetic former because coil turns are
effectively shorted by ammeter shunt.



Coil itself provides electro-magnetic damping.

Magnet System




An old technology, U shaped soft iron piece used as permanent magnet.
Now, Alnico and Alcomax have high coercive force are used (0.1 tesla to 1 tesla flux
density).
Unaffected by external magnetic fields.

Control System




Coil is supported between two jewel bearings the control torque is provided by two
phosphor bronze hair spring.
These springs also serve to lead current in and out of the coil.
The control torque is provide by spring mechanism.

Damping System



Damping torque is produced by movement of the aluminium former moving in the
magnetic field of the permanent magnet.
Eddy current damping, Former in voltmeter, Coil in ammeter with shunt.

Pointer and Scale




The pointer is carried by the spindle and moves over a scale.
The pointer is made of light-weight material.
Scale is uniform and linear.

Torque Equation


Deflecting Torque, 𝑇𝑑 = 𝑁𝐵𝑙𝑑𝐼 = 𝐺𝐼



Controlling Torque, 𝑇𝑐 = 𝐾𝜃



For Steady deflection, 𝑇𝑑 = 𝑇𝑐 ,
𝐺𝐼 = 𝐾𝜃
𝐺

𝜃 = (𝐾 ) 𝐼
𝜃𝛼𝐼
Errors in PMMC Instrument
The errors that usually occur in PMMC instruments are as follows:


Frictional error
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Temperature error



Error due to weakening of permanent magnet



Stray magnetic field error



Thermoelectric error

Advantages


Uniform scale



Low power consumption because of small driving power



No hysteresis loss as the former is of copper or aluminium



Very effective and reliable eddy current damping



High torque-weight ratio resulting in high accuracy



Use of single instrument for measurement of currents and voltages by employing shunts
and multipliers of different resistances



No effect of stray magnetic fields because of use of intensive polarised or unidirectional
field



The instrument using core magnet is very suitable in aircraft and aerospace applications.

Dis-advantages


Costlier in comparison to moving iron instruments.



Friction and temperature might introduce errors.



Ageing of control springs and of the permanent magnets might cause errors.

Applications
•

DC voltmeter



DC Ammeter

Practical ranges for PMMC instruments


The PMMC instruments are designed for full-scale deflection current ranging from 5μA to
20 μA and voltage drop of approximately 50 mV to 100 mV.



In case more than 20 mA current is to be measured, use of shunt is made in order to
bypass the excessive currents.



The range for dc ammeters is 0-5μA and upto 0-20 mA without shunts, 0-200 A with
internal shunts and 0-5000 A with external shunts.



For using PMMC instrument for measurement of dc voltage exceeding 100 mV a series
resistance is connected in the instrument circuit.



The external resistance inserted in the movement circuit for increasing the range is called
the multiplier.



The range for dc voltmeter is 0-100 mV without series resistance and upto 20 KV or 30
KV with external series resistance.
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2.5. Moving Iron type instrument
Moving iron type instrument is useful for ac and dc both measurements, but it gives large
error in dc measurement. This instrument is of two types, namely, attraction type and
repulsion type. The repulsion type have again classified in two types, namely, Radial vane
type and Co-axial van type.
Principle


The Moving iron type instrument works on magnetic principle.

Construction
Attraction type meter



An attraction type moving iron instrument is shown in fig. 2.8.
Damping is provided by air friction with the help of a light aluminium piston (attached to
moving system) which moves in a fixed chamber closed at one end or with help of a vane
(attached to moving system) which moves in a fixed sector shaped chamber.

Figure 2. 8 Attraction type moving iron instrument

Repulsion type meter


A repulsion type moving iron instrument is shown in fig. 2.9.

Figure 2. 9 Repulsion type moving iron instrument: Co-axial type (Left) and Radial type (Right)
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In this type, there are two vanes inside the coil, one fixed and other movable.
These are similarly magnetized when the current flows through the coil and there is a
force of repulsion between the two vanes resulting in the movement of the moving vane.
In Radial vane type meter, the vanes are radial strips of iron. The strips are placed within
the coil. The fixed vane is attached to the coil and the movable vane to the spindle of the
instrument.
In Co-axial type, the fixed and moving vanes are sections of co-axial cylinders.

Torque





The controlling torque is provided by springs.
The gravity control can also be used in vertically mounted instruments
The damping torque is produced by air friction as in attraction type instruments
The operating magnetic field is very weak and so, eddy current damping is not used as
introduction of PM required for eddy current damping would distort the operating
magnetic field.



The deflection in moving iron instrument is 𝜃 =



The angular deflection is proportional to the square of the current, hence scale of such
instrument is non-uniform.

1 𝐼2

𝑑𝐿

2 𝐾

𝑑𝜃

( )( )

Advantages
• Both ac and dc measurement possible
• High torque/weight ratio
• Low cost
• Simple construction
• Robust
Dis-advantages
• Large error in dc measurement
• Non-uniform scale
 Serious error due to hysteresis, frequency change and stray field

2.6. Electrodynamometer type instrument
Electrodynamometer is useful for ac and dc both measurements. The wattmeters are of this
type.
Principle



The electrodynamometer type instrument works on magnetic principle.
The current carrying conductor placed in a magnetic field experience a force. The
unidirectional force would be produced for both positive and negative half cycles. In this
instrument, the field can be made to reverse simultaneously with the current in the
movable coil if the fixed coil is connected in series with the movable coil.

Construction


The fixed coil act as an electromagnet. It produces main field. The filed produced is very
weak. The coils are air cored. The supports of the coils are made of ceramic.
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The moving coil is air cored. It wounds on metallic former. It is self-sustaining coil. It
should be light in weight.
The air damping used in this meter.

Figure 2. 10 Electrodynamometer type instrument

Working



An electrodynamometer type instrument is shown in fig. 2.10.
This instrument is used as a.c. voltmeter and ammeter both in the range of power
frequency and lower part of audio frequency range.
 They are used as wattmeter, varmeter and with some modification as power factor and
frequency meters.
Torque


Deflecting Torque, 𝑇𝑑 = 𝐼1 × 𝐼2 ×




Controlling Torque, 𝑇𝑐 = 𝐾𝜃
For steady deflection, 𝑇𝑑 = 𝑇𝑐

𝑑𝑀
𝑑𝜃

𝑑𝑀

𝐼1 × 𝐼2 × 𝑑𝜃 = 𝐾𝜃
𝜃=

𝐼1 𝐼2
𝐾

𝑑𝑀

× 𝑑𝜃

Advantages
 Free from hysteresis and eddy current error
 Both ac and dc measurement can be possible
 True rms measurement
Disadvantages
 Low torque/weight ratio
 High friction error
 Costly compared to PMMC and moving iron
 Sensitive to overload
 High power consumption
 Non-uniform scale
Applications
 DC and AC both type power measurement
 DC and AC both type voltage measurement
 DC and AC both type current measurement
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2.7. Comparison of PMMC and Moving Iron type instruments
Table 2. 1 Comparison between PMMC and Moving Iron type instruments

Sr. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

PMMC Type Instrument
More accurate
High cost
Uniform scale
Very sensitive for construction & for
input
Low power consumption
Eddy current damping
Use for DC measurement
Spring control
Deflection proportional to current
(Ѳ α I)
No hysteresis loss

Moving Iron Type Instrument
Less accurate
Low cost
Non-uniform scale
Robust in construction
Slightly high power consumption
Air friction damping
Use for DC and AC both measurements
Spring or Gravity control
Deflection proportional to square of
current (Ѳ α I2)
Hysteresis loss takes place

2.8. Rectifier type instrument
The rectifier type instrument is useful ac measurements.
Principle


The rectifier type instrument works on ac to dc conversion principle.

Construction


An electrodynamometer type instrument is shown in fig. 2.11.

Figure 2. 11 Rectifier type instrument



It is used for measurement of a.c. voltages and currents by employing a rectifier element
which converts a.c. to d.c. and then using a meter responsive to d.c. to indicate the value
of rectified a.c.
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The indicating instrument is PMMC instrument which use a d’Arsonval movement.
This method is very attractive since PMMC instruments have higher sensitivity than
moving iron or electrodynamometer instruments.
 It is suited to measurements on communication circuits and where the voltages are low
and resistances high.
 The multiplier resistance is used to limit the value of the current in order that it does not
exceed the current rating of PMMC instrument.
Working
Full-wave bridge type
 The full-wave bridge type rectifier is used (figure 2.12).
 The PMMC type instrument is used as indicating instrument.
 The PMMC reads average value
𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠 = 1.11 × 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.9 𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠
Therefore, the average current in meter is





0.9 𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠
𝑅𝑚 + 𝑅𝑠
And hence the deflection with a.c. is 0.9 times that with d.c. for the same value of
voltage 𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠 .
The sensitivity of full-wave rectifier type instruments with sinusoidal a.c. as an input is
90% of that with d.c. voltage of the same magnitude.
The sensitivity of full-wave rectifier type instrument is twice that of a half wave rectifier
type.
Multiplier
Resistance
Diode
Bridge
Rectifier

AC
Input

PMMC
Figure 2. 12 Full-wave bridge rectifier type instrument

Half-wave bridge type
 The half-wave bridge type rectifier is used (figure 2.13).

AC
Input

Diode
PMMC

Multiplier
Resistance

Figure 2. 13 Half-wave bridge rectifier type instrument
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The PMMC type instrument is used as indicating instrument.
The PMMC reads average value
𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠 = 2.22 𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔
𝑉𝑎𝑣𝑔 = 0.45 𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠





And hence the deflection with a.c. is 0.45 times that with d.c. for the same value of
voltage 𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠 .
The sensitivity of full-wave rectifier type instruments with sinusoidal a.c. as an input is
45% of that with d.c. voltage of the same magnitude.
The sensitivity of full-wave rectifier type instrument is twice that of a half wave rectifier
type.

Factors affecting rectifier type instrument






Effect of waveform
Effect of rectifier resistance
Effect of temperature change
Effect of rectifier capacitance
Decrease in sensitivity

Advantages





Frequency range extends from 20 Hz to high audio frequency
Much lower operating current for voltmeters
Uniform scale
Higher accuracy

Disadvantages


Loading effect

2.9. Hotwire type instrument
The hotwire type instrument is useful ac and dc both measurements.
Principle


The hotwire type instrument works on thermal principle.

Construction









The basic constructional diagram of hotwire type instrument is given below in figure
2.14.
The hotwire type instrument consists a hot wire, damping magnet, spring, tension
adjustment mechanism for spring, thin aluminium disc, phosphor bronze wire, silk
thread, scale, pointer and pulley.
The current to be measured is passed through a fine platinum iridium wire.
The wire is stretched between two terminals.
A second wire is attached to the fine wire at one end and to a terminal at the other end.
A thread is attached to the second wire.
This thread passes over a pulley and is fixed to a spring.
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Figure 2. 14 Hotwire type instrument

Working





When the current is passed through the fine wire it gets heated up and expands.
The sag of wire is magnified and the expansion is taken up by the spring.
This causes the pulley to rotate and the pointer to deflect, indicating the value of current.
The expansion is proportional to the heating effect of the current and hence to the square
of rms value of the current. Therefore, the meter may be calibrated to read the rms value
of the current.

Disadvantages






Instability due to stretching of wires
Lack of ambient temperature compensation
Sluggish response
High power consumption
Instability to withstand overloads and mechanical shock

2.10. Electrostatic type Instruments
The Electrostatic type instrument is useful for dc measurement.
Principle


The Electrostatic type instrument works on Electrostatic principle.

Construction


The basic constructional diagram of hotwire type instrument is given below in figure
2.15.

A

Fixed
Plate

B

Movable
Plate

Figure 2. 15 Electrostatic type instruments: Linear motion (Left) and Rotary motion (Right)
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In this instrument, the deflecting torque is produced by action of electric field on
charged conductors.
 Such instruments are essentially voltmeters, but they may be used with the help of
external components, to measure current and power.
 Their greatest use in the laboratory is for measurement of high voltages.
Working
 There are two ways in which the force act.
 The one type involves two oppositely charged electrodes. One of them fixed and the
other is movable.
 Due to force of attraction, the movable electrode is drawn toward the fixed one.
 In other type, there are forces of attraction or repulsion or both between the electrodes
which cause rotary motion of the moving electrodes.
 In both cases, the mechanism resembles a variable capacitor and the force or torque is
due to the fact that mechanism tends to move the moving electrode to such a position
where the energy stored is maximum.
Advantages
 Low power consumption
 It can be used on both ac and dc
 No frequency and waveform errors
 No effect of stray magnetic field
 No effect of hysteresis as deflection is proportional to square of voltage
 Suited for high voltages
Disadvantages
 Limited use
 Costly
 Large size
 Not robust construction
 Non-uniform scale
 Small operating forces

2.11. Thermocouple type Instruments
The Thermocouple type instrument is useful for ac and dc both measurement.
Principle



The Thermocouple type instrument works on Seebeck effect.
The Seebeck effect is a phenomenon in which a temperature difference between two
dissimilar electrical conductors produces a voltage difference between the two
substances.

Construction
The essential components of a thermocouple instrument are:
(i) the heater element which carries the current to be measured,
(ii) a thermoelement having its hot junction in thermal contact with the heater element and
its cold junction at or near room temperature,
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(iii) a sensitive PMMC instrument whose deflection results from the emf developed by the
thermocouple.
The combination of heater element and thermocouple acting as an energy converter is
known as a thermoelement, and a thermoelement, together with a PMMC instrument,
constitute a thermocouple ammeter or voltmeter. The heater is a wire of resistor alloy which
has practically zero temperature coefficient of resistance.
Working






In these instruments, the current to be measured is passed through the heater attached
to which, or close to which, is the hot junction of a thermocouple.
The temperature of the heater is raised due to flow of current through it, and the resulting
thermoelectric emf drives a current throught the PMMC instrument.
Since the emf developed by the thermocouple is approximately proportional to the
temperature rise of the heater, the deflection of the instrument is approximately
proportional to the I2R loss in the heater.
A thermocouple instrument therefore, has a square-law response.

Type of Thermocouple
Total four types of arrangements are used in thermocouple type instruments based on
thermo elements.
1. Contact type 2. Non-contact type 3. Vacuum type 4. Bridge type.
Contact type








The contact type thermocouple is shown in figure 2.16.
It has separate heater element and thermocouple.
They are in direct contact to each-other.
The very fine non-magnetic wire with high resistivity conductor is used as heater
element.
The constantan is used for heater element.
The ambient temperature affects the thermocouple.
There is no any electrical isolation between heater element and thermocouple.
I

Heater
Element

Thermocouple

PMMC

Figure 2. 16 Contact type thermocouple instrument

Non-contact type
 In this type heater element and thermocouple are separated by an insulation.
 They are not in direct contact.
 The measurement is sluggish and less sensitive.
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The contact type thermocouple is shown in figure 2.17.

Mica Insulation

Current terminal
for heater

PMMC

Heater

Thermocouple
Output

Copper Strap

Thermocouple

Figure 2. 17 Non-contact type thermocouple

Vacuum type
 The vacuum type thermocouple is shown in figure 2.18.
 The heater element and thermocouple are placed in vacuum.

Figure 2. 18 Vacuum type thermocouple

Rectifier type
 The rectifier type thermocouple is shown in figure 2.19.
 In this type, thermocouples are connected in bridge fashion.
 The current pass through thermo element itself.
 It has greater sensitivity and more rugged in construction.
Advantages
 No effect of stray magnetic field
 AC and dc both measurement can be possible.
 True RMS measurement
 Measurement over wide range of frequency
Disadvantages
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Less overload capacity
More power loss
Effect of harmonics
Effect of temperature on heater resistance

Figure 2. 19 Rectifier type thermocouple

Applications
 The instruments are used for measurement of currents from power frequencies upto 100
MHz, the upper limit is determined by the skin effect and stray capacitance errors and
depends on whether the instrument is an ammeter or a voltmeter and its current rating.

------
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